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Abstract
Once the material of playful gatherings, stereoscop
ic photographs of cities, the moon, landscapes and
fashion scenes are now cherished collectors’ items
that keep on inspiring new generations of enthusiasts.
Nevertheless, for a stereoblind observer, a stereoscopic
photograph will merely be two similar images placed
side by side. The perspective created by stereoscop
ic fusion can only be experienced by those who have
binocular vision, or stereopsis. There are several caus
es of a lack of stereopsis. They include eye disorders
such as strabismus with double vision. Interestingly,
stereoscopy can be used as a therapy for that con
dition. This paper approaches this kind of therapy
through the exploration of North American collections
of stereoscopic charts that were used for diagnosis
and training purposes until recently.
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1. Binocular vision and
stereopsis
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likely that stereoscopic depth percep
tion was added to the body of binocular
phenomena not simply because it could
be seen in the stereoscope, but also be
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ated or reversed in the stereoscope”. In
the twentieth century, optometrists and
ophthalmologists saw the stereoscope
as a tool for the diagnosis of visual dys
functions (Guibor, 1930) and as training
for fusion sense (Hutchison et al., 1913).

2. Stereoscopic Therapy and
Stereoblindness
The notion of perspective created by
stereoscopic fusion can only be expe
rienced by those who have binocular
vision: stereopsis. There are several
causes for the lack of stereopsis, also
Figure 1. Pictures studied by Wheatsone (1838).
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Figure 2. Holmes’ stereoscope (Javal, 1896).
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Figure 3. Thaumatrope’s advertisement.
Pollock’s Toy Museum, London, 2015.
Photo ©S. Raposo
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latest, seven years, the results are, from
the patient’s point of view, not worth
the time and trouble which they cost”
(Worth, 1906). This could be a tedious,
frustrating process and in some cases
without significant results3. A way to
avoid the difficulty of the process was
to create appealing images and invite
children to a sort of play activity, using
classic Thaumatrope imagery. This was a
popular toy in the nineteenth century, in
vented by John Ayrton Paris (1785-1856)
and consisting of a disk attached to two
strings with two images printed on op
posite sides of the disk. It was used as
a toy to demonstrate the persistence of
vision. Pulling the strings turned the disk,
and the persistence of vision resulted in
a mixed image (Figure 3).

Figure 4. Kroll’s Stereoscopic Pictures for the use of Squint-Eyed Children. Collection S. Raposo.

Kroll’s Stereoscopic Pictures for the use
of Squint-Eyed Children4, published and
commercialised by F. A. Hardy & Co5 in
Chicago around 1900, was a set of 28
coloured illustrations using this princi
ple. Beautiful images of birds and cag
es, similar to Paris’ Thaumotrope, mice

Figure 5. Kroll’s Stereoscopic Pictures using moveable images and letters for fusion training.
Collection S. Raposo.

being trapped, bears, clowns and split

binocular reading and drawings to stimu
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suppression of one image (Kroll’s charts),

obtain the 3D effect would be impossi

picture and a third dot on the other, so

Series B – used to measure fusion am

ble. Nevertheless, Wells (1928) explains

that the three will appear in a vertical

plitude (Javal, Wells’ charts), Series C –

that Edmund Landolt (1846 – 1926) tried

line in the fused image.” (Figure 8) “Two

consisting of half pictures to force fusion

a consolidation therapy with patients

or three dozen of such photos, selected

(Dahlfeld, Hale, Wells’s charts), Series E –

who were ready to cease regular visits

by him, are marked in this way, the dots

devoted to the cultivation of perspective

for consultation, using “ordinary stereo

being made as small as possible. He is

(Hale, Shuman’s charts), Series F and G

scopic pictures, putting two dots on one

thus taught to appreciate the absolute

– used to develop a refinement of fusion
by a gradual progression from large to
smaller characters (Javal’s charts), Series H and I – for cultivating amplitude of
the fusion faculty (Javal, Wells’ charts)
and Series J – used for increasing adduc
tion with perspective (Wells’s chart). By
1933, the Wells’ set had been published
in twenty-six editions.
In 1934, G. P. Guibor created and patent
ed a set of 14 test charts for diagnosis
and 66 split charts for vision training for
adults and children, distributed by The
House of Vision in Chicago. The split

Figure 6. Javal’s stereoscopic charts for fusion of letters (Javal, 1896).

charts for training come together with
a ruler to control the distance of the
charts from a central point, and are ar
ranged according to different degrees of
difficulty. Guibor used three cards made
by Hale, Sattler and Verhoeff in his set.
The set was accompanied by a “detailed
outline for the use of the Guibor Charts”
(Figure 7).
None of the sets of stereoscopic
charts included photographs, which
is

understandable


because

for

a

stereoblind observer, a stereoscopic

photograph will simply be two similar
images placed side by side, and fusion to
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Figure 6. Dr Wells’ Selection of Stereoscopic Charts and examples of each series used for different
types of therapeutic purposes. Collection S. Raposo.
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reproduction of natural scenery, and is
constantly able to verify his binocular
perception by a glance at the dots. (…) It
is advisable to insist upon good photo
graphs properly mounted.”
The many different types of stereo
scopic chart sets used in diagnosis and
training, and their numerous editions,
reveal their success and acceptance
by patients in addition to therapists.
Despite this, the method, together with
other alternative non-invasive therapies,
such as the Bates6 method for improving
eyesight without glasses, were and still
are controversial, but continue to have
followers. Optometry and ophthalmolo
gy are accepted as different fields and
the methods employed are different, but
sometimes used together.

3. Stereoscope in Therapy
Figure 7. C. P. Guibor’s Set of Stereoscopic Charts for Adults and Children, comprised of a “Detailed
Outline” for its use and a ruler for the split charts for training. Collection S. Raposo.

The stereoscope was improved through
time and some modifications were intro
duced specifically to make its use in vi
sion therapy more efficient and less time
consuming. In 1896, Javal introduced
the Stéreoscope à cinq movements (Figure
9) to be used as therapy for strabismus,
which was prepared so as to use differ
ent types of lenses that could be moved,
and adjustable rotation for the stereo
scopic chart (Javal, 1896).

Figure 8. Stereograph showing dots marked, used by Edmund Landolt.
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In 1899, Derby presented a “mechanical

used for home exercising. It could be

device that in its present form possesses

easily purchased, together with the ste

advantages over other instruments (…).

reoscopic sets of charts, making this

The object-card, made of metal, is placed

type of vision therapy very accessible. It

on a firm shaft, and by a screw adjust

was so popular in the early 1900s that

ment may be moved to any required

the media started advertising it as a suc

distance from the eyes of the patient.”

cessful cure, describing the use of “at

(Figure 10).

tractive picture cards” (Popular Science,
1933).

Wells (1928) refers to an adaptation of
Figure 9. Stéreoscope à cinq movements devised
by Javal (1896).

the Holmes’ stereoscope with a “cylinder

Conclusion

with 14 facets”, on which 13 different
charts were mounted, “arranged with a

This paper offers a different insight into

ratchet, so that the patient can turn up

the use of the stereoscope, exploring its

one after the other of the cards, pro

application to science. 3-D has again be

gressing in either direction.” (Figure 11)

come fashionable in entertainment, and
stereoscopic vision is still a subject of

Figure 10. Derby’s
stereoscope (1899).
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modification

of

Although these new modifications of

study and application, in fields as diverse

the stereoscope were important ones,

as computer science, cinema, game in

the standard Holmes apparatus was the

dustry, engineering and others. Technol

most common device, especially when

ogies using the tools of binocular vision

the
Figure 11. Stereoscopic attachment of the Holmes’ stereoscope for home exercising.
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to recreate realistic environments, for

The creation of stereoscopic charts and

military training, teaching science and

their application for diagnosis and train

to make playful activities, have expand

ing was the result of careful research

ed dramatically in recent years. There

by renowned scientists, and put into

is a vast potential in stereoscopes, but

practice in a wise manner, so as to draw

not everyone can benefit from them.

more concrete conclusions about their

Stereoblindness acquired as a result of

effect. The collections studied and pre

disorders such as strabismus or ambly

sented here allowed us to understand

opia, is still a concern and the therapies

the evolution of the techniques used in

employed to reverse it are controversial.

stereoscopic vision therapy, and are a

Treating the lack of binocular vision and

valuable tool for tracing its history. Try

stereopsis using the principle of the ste

ing to understand how the stereoscopic

reoscopic fusion of images may seem

charts were employed made it possible

a contradiction in terms, but when we

to realise that the stereoscope went

take into account the use of eye mus

through several modifications in order to

cles during therapy it becomes easier to

improve therapy. The history of the ste

understand. The ambiguity of its results

reoscope and its adaptations to vision

may still be discussed and our lack of

therapy cannot be told without studying

knowledge about neural networks, cell

the pictures that became the hallmark of

assemblies, impulse connections, and

the therapy.

other complex factors, shouldn’t be un
derestimated.

Figure 12. Advertising stereoscopic therapy in the media. (Popular Science, 1933).
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